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Abstract- With the introduction of modern graph theory concepts in neuroscience, the network perspective study of human 
brain has become the most promising in understanding any event processing in the brain. Identification of emotion 
associated network patterns and their analysis helps in understanding the emotion processing in the brain. This paper 
presents a method to map the emotion with its associated brain functional network and then analyzes the associated networks 
by employing graph network measures. The proposed method is applied on emotion data set - `database for emotion analysis 
using physiological signals (DEAP)' to form the functional connectivity patterns associated with each emotion using phase 
locking value in EEG. The identified emotion associated connectivity patterns and network measures are then employed to 
successfully classify multiple emotion events. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Identification of the emotion associated brain 
functional network patterns in the human brain allows 
us to understand the underlying mechanisms of the 
human emotion processing in the brain, to assess the 
one’s own behavior, to map the emotion models onto 
the brain, to differentiate abnormally behaved 
subjects with the normal subjects, and in the 
rehabilitation of the mentally disordered patients. 
Earlier investigations on EEG of emotion events 
indicated that there exist diverse and numerous brain 
regions and frequency bands corresponding to each 
emotion (e.g., emotion analysis displayed significant 
functional connectivity changes corresponding to 
emotion in either single or combined frequency bands 
[3]). Earlier studies also showed that a specific 
emotion may be processed in multiple areas of the 
brain (e.g., emotion event processing in the brain 
activates circuitry involving the anterior cingulate 
cortex, prefrontal cortex and periaqueductal grey 
[1][2]). The inconsistencies in these findings make 
the mapping of the emotion models onto the brain 
challenging. But, all these works supports that the 
brain functional connectivity of using EEG is the 
most appropriate methodology to analyze emotional 
tasks. Synchronization analysis in EEG can be used 
to identify the emotion associated brain functional 
network patterns. Correlation based phase 
synchronization measure, phase locking value (PLV), 
is employed to measure the synchronization in EEG 
and study the brain functional connectivity patterns as 
it was observed to be more informative than the 
amplitude correlation based measures [4]. Use of 
modern graph theory concepts and graph network 
measures [5][6] analysis of the identified brain 
functional networks can further provide more insight 
into the basis of the network connectivity. 
In this paper, we present a method to identify the 
emotion associated brain functional connectivity 

patterns and analyze them using network measures. 
The functional connectivity during emotion and rest 
tasks in EEG is identified using PLV. Based on the 
PLV dissimilarities during rest and emotion, we 
identify the reactive band (the band in which EEG 
has shown significant variations between rest and 
emotion event) and the emotion associated most 
reactive pairs (MRP).Then the emotion associated 
brain functional network is formed with the most 
reactive pairs identified. Further, the identified 
emotion associated functional networks are analyzed 
by employing network measures. Results show that 
emotion associated brain functional connectivity 
patterns are distinctive and the PLVs of emotion 
associated brain functional networks together with 
network measures are better in classifying multiple 
emotion events. 
 
II. METHODS 
 
2.1. EEG data 
Emotion EEG data of `database for emotion analysis 
using physiological signals (DEAP)' [7] is considered 
to investigate the emotion associated brain functional 
network patterns. The dataset contains EEG data of 
32 subjects and 40 video trials per subject. Data has 
the sampling frequency of 128Hz and is bandpass 
filtered from 4-45Hz. The timing scheme and the 
locations of the EEG recordings are indicated in Fig. 
1. The first 3s EEG data corresponds to rest duration 
and the last 60s EEG data corresponds to emotion 
event. Video trials with music were displayed as the 
stimulus to evoke various emotions of the 
participated subject. Based on valence and arousal 
rating of stimulus, all the videos are categorized into 
four types as follows: (a) high-valence high-arousal 
(HVHA), (b) high-valence low-arousal (HVLA), (c) 
low-valence low-arousal  
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Figure 1: Layout and timing scheme of EEG data analysis 

 
Figure 2: Emotion associated functional network identification and analysis work flow diagram 

 
(LVLA), and (d) low-valence high-arousal (LVHA). 
The categorized types are mapped to four basic 
emotions as (a) HVHA - happy and exciting, (b) 
HVLA - relax and serene, (c) LVLA - sad and bored, 
and (d) LVHA - angry and anxious. 
The proposed method to identify and analyze the 
emotion associated patters is shown in Fig. 2. The 
highlighted red dotted box that deals with the 
mapping of emotion with its associated brain 
functional network and its analysis with graph 
measures is the main objective of the paper. To 
achieve this, firstly PLV difference between rest 
event and emotion event is evaluated. Based on 
difference PLV, the reactive band and the most 
reactive pairs are identified. Then, the emotion 
associated brain functional network is formed with 
the corresponding reactive pairs. Finally, the 
identified emotion associated networks are analyzed 
using graph network measures. To acquire better 
time-frequency resolution, a time-frequency 
representation of the phase of the signal is performed 
by using normalized Morlet wavelets, characterized 
by the number of cycles of wavelets (NCW). 
2.2. EEG phase synchrony analysis 
PLV is employed to investigate the phase 
synchronization activity between EEG electrode 
pairs. In single, at a time-frequency instant between a 
pair of electrodes, PLV(t, f) is defined as [4], 

PLV(t, f) =  
1
N e (∆Φ ( , ))                                (1) 

where N is the number of samples in the selected time 
duration. ∆Φ (t, f) =  ∆Φ (t, f)−  ∆Φ (t, f) is the 
phase difference between pair of nodes of n h trial at 
a time frequency instance with ∆Φ (t, f) and 
∆Φ (t, f) are being the phases of the signals at a time 
frequency instance in channel `a' and channel `b' 
respectively. PLV(t, f) over multiple trials can be also 
calculated using (1) with `N’ being the number of 
trials.  
2.3. Reactive band 

The reactive band, the band in which PLV has shown 
high variations in EEG spectrum analysis of rest and 
emotion events, is identified by the difference PLV 
(dPLV) of emotion and rest events. The dPLV 
corresponding to an emotion (dPLV ) is defined 
as [8 - 13]:  
dPLV  =  PLV   −  PLV                  (2)  
where PLV  is the PLV during emotion event 
and PLV  is the PLV during rest event. Using (2), 
dPLV  is computed for all the electrode pair 
combinations of every emotion task. Frequency 
analysis of dPLV  allows us to identify the 
reactive band [8][9][10]. In the analysis of 
average dPLV  vs. frequency, the frequency 
band that shows significant variations in PLV can be 
identified as the reactive band. The dPLV of emotion 
events confined to reactive band (dPLV ) is the 
focus of the further analysis as PLV changes 
correspond to emotion event are predominant in the 
identified reactive band. 
2.4. Most Reactive electrode pairs 
Most reactive electrode pairs (MRPs) are the 
electrode pairs having high dPLV  values. MRPs can 
be identified as the top 'M' number of electrode pairs 
when arranged w.r.t. dPLV . These top `M' MRPs 
that form the connected graph (in a connected graph 
every node is reachable from every other node) of 
each emotion event are selected as emotion 
associated MRPs [9]. 
2.5. Emotion associated brain functional network 
analysis 
The identified emotion associated MRPs in the 
reactive band form the basis for the identification of 
emotion associated brain functional network patterns. 
The emotions associated functional networks display 
significant changes with the change in the state of the 
activity and are crucial to decode the functionality of 
the corresponding emotion event. To observe the 
dynamic connectivity pattern changes of an emotion 
with time a threshold level is set. PLV of the 
averaged MRPs in the identified reactive band is used 
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to set the threshold level. The threshold of the 
network is obtained by averaging the PLV of MRPs 
during emotion event and rest event as [8][9][10]: 

Threshold =  
〈dPLV 〉 + 〈dPLV 〉

2          (3) 

where 〈dPLV 〉 is the mean synchrony of 
emotion MRPs identified during emotion event and 
〈dPLV 〉 is the mean synchrony of MRPs 
identified during the rest event.  
Intuitively selected, the following graph measures are 
employed on the identified undirected brain 
functional networks to analyze the various emotion 
events. 
1) Degree: The degree at a node of a graph is 
the number of edges incident to the node. The nodes 
with higher degree can be seen as strong nodes or 
important nodes. Degree of a node i is defined as:  

D =  a ;    W =  w ;                   (4) 

where, a  and w  are binary and weighted values 
respectively between nodes (i, j). Connection density, 
ratio of number of edges to the maximal number of 
edges, along with average degree of a network will 
play a role in selecting the significant connectivity 
and also in identifying the important regions 
corresponding to an event. 
2) Clustering coefficient: The clustering 
coefficient at a node in the network is the ratio of 
number of triangles that are passing through the node 
to the maximum number of triangle that are possible 
to pass through the node. It can be also seen as a 
measure of the degree to which nodes in a graph tend 
to cluster together. The clustering coefficient of a 
whole network is the average of the clustering 
coefficients of all the nodes in the network. High 
clustering coefficient of a network is the indication of 
a small-worldness in the network. Clustering 
coefficient of the network (C) is defined as: 

C =  
1
n C =  

1
n

2t
k (k − 1)      (5) 

where, C  is the clustering coefficient of node i, k  is 
the number of neighbors of a vertex, and t  is the 
number of triangles around a node i. 
3) Average shortest path length: Average 
shortest path length, also called characteristic path 
length (L) is the average number of edges along the 
shortest paths of all possible pairs of network nodes. 
Clustering coefficient can be also seen as a measure 
of the efficiency of information transport on a 
network and is defined as:  

L =
1
n L =

1
n

∑ d,

(n− 1)    (6) 

where, L  is the average distance between node i to all 
other nodes and d   is the shortest path length 
(distance), between nodes i and j. The maximum 
length among all the shortest paths is called the 
diameter of the network. Distributions of the network 

diameter and shortest path lengths can also indicate 
the network properties of the small-worldness. 
4) Global efficiency: Global efficiency of a 
graph is the average efficiency of all pair of nodes in 
the graph or is the average inverse shortest path 
length in the graph, and it is inversely related to the 
characteristic path length. Global efficiency (E) of 
the graph is defined as: 

E =
1
n E =

1
n

∑ d,

(n− 1)   (7)  

where, E  is the efficiency of the node i in the graph. 
  
2.6. Classification of multiple emotion events 
For single trial emotion recognition, k-nearest 
neighbor's algorithm (kNN) is employed as classifier. 
The input features (i) PLVs of emotion associated 
brain functional network patterns (ii) weighted degree 
graph measures and (iii) emotion associated brain 
functional network patterns together with weighted 
graph measures are employed for classification. 
 
III. RESULTS 
 
3.1. Phase synchrony analysis  
PLV calculation is performed using (1) between all 
the possible electrode pair combinations (32C2 pair 
combinations as the data was collected at 32 
locations) of all emotions and videos. Time-
frequency mapping of PLV displayed an increment in 
PLV value after the stimulus presentation for several 
pair combinations corresponding to each emotion. 
For illustration, PLV time-frequency mapping of an 
electrode pair of one emotion is presented in the Fig. 
3. The existence of reactive band can be visually 
identified (observe that the PLV increment is higher 
in gamma band for the pair shown) in Fig. 3.  
 

 
Figure 3: Time-frequency PLV mapping of selected pair of 

Video-01 
 
3.2. Reactive band 
The difference between the PLVs during the emotion 
event and rest event are computed for all the 
emotions and videos as in (2). High dPLV in upper 
beta and gamma band is observed in most pair 
combinations. To identify the appropriate reactive 
band for the emotion studies, total dPLV of all pair 
combinations and emotions vs frequency is analyzed 
as shown in Fig. 4. Our analysis shows that the PLV 
variations are dominant in upper beta and gamma 
bands and are predominant in (29-35)Hz. Thus, we 
identified (29-35)Hz as the reactive band. 
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Figure 4: Total dPLV of all pairs and emotions Vs Frequency 

 
3.2. Most Reactive Electrode Pairs 
Multiple emotions can be distinguished by mapping 
each emotion with its corresponding functional 
connectivity patterns, and the MRPs were identified 
using (2). For illustration, connected graph as MRPs 
of all emotions is shown in Fig. 5. The top 2.5% 
(red), 5% (red & green), 7.5% (red & green & coral), 
and 10% (red & green & coral & aqua) are 
highlighted. The `M' number of pairs that represents 
the emotion event, also called the identity of an 
emotion, is selected based on the connected graph 
formation. The `M' values identified of all four 
emotions are: M  =  169, M  =  71, 
M  =  168, and M  =  183. The network 
patterns formed is unique for an emotion and are 
distinct across emotions. This makes multiple 
emotion recognition/classification possible. 

 
Figure 5: MRPs identified 

3.2. Emotion associated brain functional network 
The dynamic connectivity of MRPs with the 
threshold is identified using (3) and is shown in Fig. 
6. The threshold level is shown as red dotted line and 
the average MRPs synchrony related to each emotion 
is shown as blue line. The increment in synchrony of 
plotted MRPs during an emotion can be observed 
(marked vertical line at 3s shows the emotional 
starting point). It can be observed that, the MRPs 
corresponding to each emotion are dense during the 
emotion period compared to rest. The emotion 
associated pattern is consistently active during the 
emotion and the pattern is consistent with in the same 
emotion class of videos. 
 

 
Figure 6: Dynamic connectivity of MRPs and threshold for all 
emotion events (A – HVHA, B – HVLA, C – LVHA, and D – 

LVLA) 

3.2. Emotion associated networks analysis using 
graph measures 
Graph network measures analysis of the emotion 
associated graphs showed that the multiple emotion 
recognition is possible with graph measures. The 
identified graph measures of all emotions are shown 
in Table I. All the selected graph measures displayed 
discriminative values across emotions and are 
consistent with in the emotion event. The following 
observations were drawn of the emotion associated 
graphs using the selected graph measures. 
 

Table 1: Network measures of emotion associated brain 
functional connectivity patterns 

 
(1) Degree: using (4), the degree is computed at 
all nodes for all emotion events. Highest degree 
measure nodes are identified as the important nodes 
and are shown in Table 2. The identified nodes are 
distinct for each emotion and can be employed in 
distinguishing multiple emotions. Connection density 
(d) of the whole network of each emotion is shown in 
Table I. The connection density for the LVLA 
emotion event was found to be high as it has the 
highest number connections to form the connected 
graph. 
 

Table 2: Highest degree measure nodes 

 
(2) Clustering coefficient: the clustering 
coefficient is calculated at each node of the network 
using (5). The average clustering coefficient of each 
emotion associated network (C ) are shown in 
Table I and are in the order of C  >  C  >
 C  >  C . This shows that the emotions such 
as sad and happy will tend to have high small-
worldness when compared to the emotions such as 
relax and angry. 
(3) Average shortest path length: average 
shortest path length is identified for each emotion 
(L ) using (6) and are in the order of L  <
 L  <  L  <  L  as shown in Table I. 
Since LVLA emotion event has the highest number of 
connections to form the connected graph, the 
connection density and the clustering coefficient is 
high. The possibility of transitive closure is high in 
networks having higher clustering coefficient. So, 
LVLA emotion event has the least L. 
(4) Global efficiency: global efficiency, 
calculated using (7), of all the emotion associated 
networks (E ) are in the order of E  >
 E  >  E  >  E  (also presented in Table 
I). The global efficiency of the LVLA emotion event 
is high as it has the least L. This also shows that the 
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emotion event - LVLA has stronger connections 
between nodes. 
3.2. Classification of multiple emotion events 
MRPs identified and the graph network measures 
analyzed have shown significant variations across 
emotion events and can be used to distinguish 
multiple emotion events. For single trial emotion 
classification, EEG epochs of 2s window with 0.5s 
overlap is used to compute PLVs. We extracted 
12480 samples per emotion with 32C2 = 496 is being 
the sample dimension. In the identified reactive band, 
the 10 cross validated classification accuracies 
achieved are (i) (87.97±0.45) % with emotion 
associated MRPs (ii) (68.72±0.91) % with weighted 
graph degree and (iii) (89.15±0.51) % together with 
emotion associated MRPs and weighted graph 
degree. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, the brain functional connectivity 
patterns associated with emotion events are 
identified, analyzed, and are successfully employed to 
classify multiple emotions. With the identification of 
emotion associated brain functional connectivity 
patterns, discrimination of multiple emotions was 
feasible. Further, graph measures analysis on emotion 
associated patterns showed that the emotion 
recognition was possible with graph measures alone. 
Emotion associated networks together with graph 
measures resulted even better recognition of emotion 
events. Study with more graph measures will be 
carried out in the feature to understand and decode 
the complex behavior of emotions. 
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